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ab·sorb (v.t)
1. to take something in, gradually
2. to eat, swallow, consume something or someone 
both actively or passively

an·ti·gen (n.)
1. a threatening object or individual
2. an unwelcome presence, potentially dangerous

bac·te·ri·a (n.)
1. a source of negative energy
2. waste, rubbish
3. a criminal action
4. an irrelevant, insignificant comment, idea 
or suggestion

bind (v.t)
1. to connect physically or emotionally with 
something or someone
2. Act of socialising, meeting up

cell · deb·ris (n.)
1. damaged, fragmented objects
2. vague, blurred memories
3. forgotten ruins

clus·ter (n.)
1. a social group or band
2. a gathering

che·mo·tax·is (n.)
1. to be drawn to someone, to feel connected
2. an unexplicable physical and/or intellectual 
attraction to someone



di·gest (v.t)
1. to dismantle external phenomena, usually 
followed by an in-depth understanding
2. to empathise with someone

en·gulf (v.t)
1. to absorb, eat or swallow something or someone
2. to fully dominate

en·do·cy·to·sis (n.)
1. to stay or eat in
2. to get something delivered
3. to overthink, to obsess over something or 
someone
4. to feel overwhelmed by external phenomena

en·zymes (n.)
1. a tool for disintegrating external phenomena
2. a helpful aid from someone, eg. a personal 
assistant

e·xo·cy·to·sis (n.)
1. to go or eat out

im·mune · sys·tem (n.)
1. an external defensive agent, eg. the police, a 
security guard
2. someone who is naturally protective and 
nurturing
3. life support

in·gest (v.t.)
1. to absorb, to engulf or take in something or 
someone
2. the first step in the digestive process



ly·so·so·me (n.)
1. a heated argument
2. a medical therapy, psychological or muscular
3. brainwave

mem·bra·ne (n.)
1. a wrapping or enveloping object, eg. clothing, a 
condom, a wristband
2. a protective cover, eg. sun cream, an umbrella

mi·cro·or·ga·nism (n.)
1. a mean and insignificant person
2. said of someone who has an inferiority complex

pa·tho·gen (n.)
1. someone or something utterly evil and 
poisonous
2. a trauma or injury
3. a corrosive feeling or substance

pha·go·cyte (n.)
1. a living organism, regardless of taxonomy

pha·go·cy·tise (v.t.)
1. to digest, analyse, mull over, consider 
something or someone
2. to engage intensely and excessively with 
external phenomena

pha·go·so·me (v.i)
1. to swim, dive or bathe
2. to immerse yourself in something or someone



pseu·do·pod (n.)
1. a stretching arm

pseu·do·po·dia (n.)
1. the act of grabbing, yanking or pulling
2. to encircle, enclose or capture something or 
someone
3. an embrace
4. the practice of constant or intermittent physical 
contact when socialising

sur·face · re·cep·tors (n.)
1. fingers, skin, ears, nose, eyes and mouth

tri·gger (v.t)
1. to activate, start something

ve·si·cle (n.)
1. a spontaneous thought, idea or feeling
2. an epiphany
3. something you are keeping in mind to further 
analyze later on the day

white · blood · cell (n.)
1. a protective supernatural entity, eg. a guardian 
angel
2. reference to the divine, God



IN CONTEXT

* At a café, exocytosing *

PHAGO 1: You know after a few months I’ve finally 
grown to digest Melanie.

PHAGO 2: She’s great, I’m glad you’ve binded with 
her.

PHAGO 1: At the beginning I thought she was such 
a microorganism but in the end... I guess I was the 

one at fault by not bothering to hear her story.

PHAGO 2: Perhaps your enzymes weren’t working 
properly.

PHAGO 1: Probably, yeah.



* At home, skyping with someone from your cluster *

PHAGO 1: ... so I had this vesicle at the moment... 
he wasn’t answering my calls and when I went back 
home... I... I couldn’t stop endocytosing and  now I 

feel this pathogen inside of me....

*sobs*

CLUSTERPHAGO: Don’t cry, everything will be all 
right. Phagocytose all the facts you know and 
digest, sometimes the simplest answer is the 

correct one...

PHAGO 1: I pray to a white blood cell that you’re 
right.



* Talking about the past holidays *

PHAGO 1: We had the chance to visit these 
a-m-a-z-i-n-g cell debris in Nîmes. 

You have no idea... they were beautiful.

PHAGO 2: I wish I had been there in your 
pseudopodia, I’ve had this vesicle for a while 

now of going to Provence...

* PHAGO 1 is thinking something else *

PHAGO 2: Hey! Are you listening to me? What’s 
wrong?

PHAGO 1: Nothing, nothing just a bacteria... just a 
bacteria...



* At the doctor’s *

DOCTOR: So how can I assist you?

PHAGO 1: I haven’t been feeling well lately... I’m 
always tired, my muscles hurt all the time and my 

surface receptors feel dry and itchy.

DOCTOR: Let me take a look...

* PHAGO 1 removes it’s shirt *

DOCTOR: I see. There’s definitively a pathogen. I’ll 
give you some membrane that will ease the itching 

and hydrate your receptors... and schedule a 
lysosome for you. That’ll strengthen 

your muscles.



* After an intense briefing at university *

PHAGO 1: Guys, let’s exocytose! I’m so hungry, I’m 
starving!

PHAGO 2: Yeah! I want to exocytose too! Let’s go!

PHAGO 3: Sorry guys... I’m dead tired, I prefer to 
endocytose at my place. If you want I can prepare 

something for you!

PHAGO 1: That sounds good. You’re such an 
immune system.

* PHAGO 3 blushes *




